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a b s t r a c t

Energy and power system models represent important insights on the technical operations of energy
technologies that supply the energy consumption in time steps with hourly resolution. This paper
presents the European Model for Power system Investments with Renewable Energy (EMPIRE) that
combines short-term operations with the representation of long-term planning decisions including
infrastructure expansion. The EMPIRE model has an unique mathematical modelling structure based
on multi-horizon stochastic programming, which means investment decisions are subject to short-term
uncertainty represented by different realizations of operational scenarios. The model is open source
and ready to use to analyse energy transition scenarios towards 2050 and beyond. This paper outlines
the building blocks of the model and its software structure. We also present an illustrative example
of results from using the software.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

Analysing strategies to achieve decarbonization of the en-

ergy system requires the representation of the techno-economic
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haracteristics in the long-term (e.g., decades) along with the
hort-term (e.g., hours) operational aspects of the energy system.
ome existing models consider myopic investment period(s) and
hort-term operations, e.g. [1,2]. In the long-term, strategic deci-
ions regarding timing of asset investments and their lifetime are
mportant to represent, and such decisions depend on short-term
perations [3]. More recent models consider multiple investment
eriods and short-term operations, e.g [4]. With high shares of
ariable renewable energy sources (VRES), it is not only impor-
ant to represent the short-term variability of VRES, but also the
ncertainty of the VRES variability [5], i.e., considering different

VRES profiles rather than a single deterministic VRES profile. The
E2M2 model [6] considers uncertain VRES variability, but lack the
simultaneous consideration of multiple investment periods.

In the European Model for Power system Investments with
enewable Energy (EMPIRE),1 there is a unique optimization
odelling approach with strong interrelations between three
ey characteristics: multiple long-term investment horizons,
hort-term representative operational periods, and operational
ncertainty. Our main contribution is a model that flexibly con-
olidates these three key characteristics to allow insights on
he link between long-term horizons, short-term operations, and
perational uncertainty in a large-scale power system (see Fig. 1).
The distinctive modelling framework in EMPIRE is based on

ulti-horizon stochastic programming [8], i.e. long-term deci-
ions are affected by short term scenarios varying by VRES
vailability and load profile realizations. The benefit of the multi-
orizon structure is reduced computational challenge while still
roviding robust strategic planning decisions through the as-
umption of independence among short-term scenarios. EMPIRE
ffers a particular focus on preserving statistical correlations and
roperties for stochastic input data, and the tool offers flexible
uning of representative short term scenarios across the spatial
cope within each investment period.
Given this modelling framework, EMPIRE minimizes a total

nnualized and discounted energy system costs for all invest-
ent horizons in one single optimization subject to energy asset

ifetime constraints, load dispatch, generator ramping, uncertain
vailability of VRES, storage energy balance, operational losses,
sset capacity constraints, and policy constraints (e.g. carbon
mission limits). The output includes investment- and opera-
ional decisions in energy system assets, i.e. generation, storage,
nd transmission.
So far, the EMPIRE framework has been used in multiple

uropean projects, industry studies, national projects and oth-
rs [9–18]. In this paper, we make the EMPIRE framework openly
vailable. Section 2 presents the software structure of the EM-
IRE framework, before an illustrative example is presented in
ection 3. Finally, Section 4 lists previous use of EMPIRE, as well
s ongoing extensions of the model as presented in this paper.

. Software description

.1. Materials and methods

EMPIRE is based on a multi-horizon stochastic linear program,
nd it has been designed to support capacity expansion of the
ower system. The model represents a network of nodes and arcs
here decisions are made in two temporal scales: investment
ime steps and operational time steps. Operational decisions are
ubject to uncertainty that is discretized in several stochastic
cenarios. The network capacities and power flow is represented
s linear net capacity transfer between nodes.

1 More Details and info on EMPIRE refer to: https://www.ntnu.edu/web/iot/
nergy/energy-models-hub/empire.

Fig. 2 lists the main benefits and limitations of the EMPIRE
model as presented in this paper. The main benefits are related
to the modelling framework, whereas the main limitations are
related to user friendliness and software performance. The benefit
of consolidating long-term, short-term, and stochastic power sys-
tem aspects come at the cost of long solution time, however, this
could be improved with decomposition techniques [19]. Another
limitation is the lacking representation of long-term seasonal
storage as EMPIRE considers operational periods shorter than a
full year, which could be improved following Kotzur et al. [20].

The temporal resolution of EMPIRE is flexible in terms of num-
ber of investment periods, duration of representative time peri-
ods, and number of stochastic scenarios. For operations, hourly
resolution is usually considered. The standard approach is to use
four independent weeks representing seasons, as well as two
additional peak days, within each stochastic scenario. Typically,
three to ten different stochastic scenarios are considered for each
investment period within one problem instance.

The EMPIRE formulation supports investment decisions in
power generation, storage, and transmission with an objective
of minimizing total system cost, which means it is simulating
perfect competition. The strength of the model is that all invest-
ment decisions are linked together, and that investment decisions
are linked with the short-term operation of the assets in several
scenarios with different short-term profiles. The development of
energy policy needs to address the impacts that power systems
have on the environment. For EMPIRE, it is implemented as a
carbon emission cap applied to the total CO2 generated in an
investment period. For a more detailed mathematical formulation
see [21].

The EMPIRE model is built and available in the Python-based,
open-source optimization modelling language Pyomo [22]. To
run the model, make sure Python, Pyomo and the third-party
solvers are installed. EMPIRE is solved as a linear program. The
software contains running options for the following three solvers:
Gurobi [23], CPLEX [24] and Xpress [25]. For all three solver
options, the solution method is set to be the interior point
method [26] without crossover.

2.2. Software architecture

The EMPIRE model and all additional files in the repository [7]
are licenced under the MIT licence meaning one can use and
change the code by forking and tracking changes. Furthermore,
you can change the licence in your redistribution but must men-
tion the original author. The current configuration consists of
seven input files and three monolithic python files. One of the
python files is to run the whole system and called as ‘run.py’. This
file contains some of the singleton parameters and binary running
options. The flow between the scripts are summarized in Fig. 3.

Sets define the temporal and spatial details of an instance, as
well as available asset types. The temporal details include how
many investment periods to consider, the duration of operational
periods, and the number of independent seasons and scenarios
within each investment period. Sets also allocate asset types
to nodes and edges in a directed graph representing regions,
e.g. countries, of the power system.

Parameters define technology costs and -characteristics, e.g. ef-
ficiency, availability, and ramping factor. Asset costs consist of
investment costs based on capital and fixed O&M costs and
operational costs based on fuel and variable O&M costs. All costs
are constructed, annualized, and discounted automatically within
the software.

There are six excel workbooks and six comma separated input
files to provide actual data. The data excel files are sorted by
the following themes: Sets, generation technologies, transmission
2
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Fig. 1. Overview of the EMPIRE model. See software documentation [7] for a complete description.

Fig. 2. Overview of main benefits and limitations of this version of the EMPIRE model.

etween countries, storage technologies, seasonal data, country
i.e. node) specific data and the general parameters. All of them
ave multiple sheets. The content of each input file is summarized
n Fig. 4. Further details regarding data dimensions can also be
ound in the software documentation in the repository [7].

In addition to the excel input, stochastic data is generated
hrough a random sampling return when running EMPIRE. The
tochastic data include VRES availability and electricity load in
ifferent investment periods, seasons, and scenarios. Stochastic
ata is based on data from renewables.ninja2 [27,28] and ENTSO-
[29]. More details on the scenario generation routine can be

ound in the software documentation in the repository [7].
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the EMPIRE model reads tab-separated

alues which are converted from user filled excel files of input
ata. Two python scripts act as an input conversion module, and
onvert the excel files into the text files with exact format that
an be read by Pyomo. The first input conversion script is called
reader.py’, and it relies on standard Python packages such as
pandas’. The second input script is called ‘scenario_random.py’
elying on ‘pandas’ and ‘numpy’. If a new input file is to be added,

2 https://www.renewables.ninja/.

or the name of an input is changed, the corresponding python file
needs to be edited. For changes such as switching to a different
type of input database, e.g. SQL, Access, etc., one needs to replace
elements of this module in a way that will generate the tab-
separated files in the same format as it is read by the parameter
structure inside ‘Empire.py’.

The optimization code is built using the programming inter-
face of Python which is called Pyomo [22]. It is currently com-
patible with the latest syntax as specified in ‘environment.yml’
(Pyomo 6.0.1). It uses the ‘abstract model’ structure of Pyomo
which allows replacing inputs values externally from python.
Modelling code contains set and parameter declarations, each be-
ing followed by the list of corresponding input files. Note that for
every set and parameter, there is a separate text input file. After
reading input sets and parameters, processing of some of the
input is performed. Next, the variable declarations, expressions,
objective and constraints follow in the given order, and thereafter
the instance is created and solved using the specified solver
option. After the instance is solved, the results are provided as
comma-separated values, which can be opened as spreadsheets
for graphical presentation or additional analysis in a number of
applications.
3
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Fig. 3. Six excel and six comma separated files are used as input. Then the python files called ‘scenario_random.py’ and ‘reader.py’ converts those into plain text
files. Python code of optimization model called ‘Empire.py’ reads these generates outputs as comma separated values.

Fig. 4. Each input file in excel format contains multiple worksheets. Within every sheet there is exactly one data table and some additional data.

2.3. Software functionalities

EMPIRE allows researchers and policy makers to use their
istorical data that is collected from various parts of the world.
ith the inputs in the specified format, an overview of the power

eneration mix, investment projections, and details regarding

storage technologies and transmission can be assessed per node
and period. Note that a node refers to the smallest regional unit
of the model. Thus, it does not have to be a ‘country’. As long
as one have available input parameters about load, supply, cost,
and capacity, it is possible to change this unit while keeping
the solving time and memory requirements at a reasonable size.
4
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imilar fine tuning is viable for the time dimension. Current
ample inputs have 5 years between each investment period,
owever, this can be modified.
A distinct advantage of using Pyomo is the freedom of switch-

ng between optimization solvers easily. If one wants to use
ifferent solvers than the three mentioned above, i.e., Gurobi,
PLEX, or Xpress, a complete list of compatible solvers can be
eached through command line options after installing Pyomo.
n the other hand, total duration of getting results, especially
n terms of formulation time, is slightly sacrificed compared to
sing modelling syntax tailored for a specific solver. However, the
ifference is generally within bearable tolerances for strategic de-
ision making. Other running options that can be tuned through
inaries is turning on the ability to generate the formulation in
he standard ‘lp’-format.

In the current version, built in constraints cannot be mod-
fied in a way that will accept brand new constraints unless
he model code is forked. However, many of the existing ones
an be customized through modifying parameters purposefully,
.g., by changing set scales or modifying values of capacity pa-
ameters. Future developments include improving the model file
y adding a callback piece which can accept new constraints as
t is implemented in Switch 2.0 [4]. Further, existing modules
an be combined in a main back-end code and mounted within
user friendly user interface (UI), which then can directly take

nput from the user and be connected to external databases for
isualization.
Last but not least, being an open source code, EMPIRE supports

eplication of research findings, agreement among stakeholders,
nd better quality control through public review.

. Illustrative example

In the following, we present an example study of a decar-
onization scenario for the European power system in the period
anging from 2020 until 2060 in five-year investment steps. As
MPIRE is formulated as an optimization model, it is designing
least-cost development of the system with given emission re-
uctions in line with a 1.5 degree scenario as quantified in [30].
he results include investments in generation, storage, and trans-
ission capacities, as well as the utilization of such assets. The
utput can be used to shed light on questions such as: what is the
ptimal investment level and geographical distribution of VRES,
nd how should the transmission system and storage systems be
eveloped and deployed to support this. These types of questions
re of great importance, especially for policy makers and other
nergy sector stakeholders who wish to investigate our potential,
hallenges and opportunities for the decarbonization effort in
urope.
In this illustrative example, the geographical coverage of Eu-

ope includes the EU-27 (without Malta and Cyprus), and addi-
ionally Norway, Switzerland, the UK, Boznia Herzegovina, Serbia,
nd North Macedonia. All countries are modelled at a national
evel, except Norway which has been split into five regions. There
re 27 individual generation technology types represented (four
f which represent legacy installed thermal generation capac-
ties), and two types of storage technologies (lithium-ion bat-
ery systems and pumped-hydro). We also assume a growth in
lectricity demand for each country towards 2060 based on a
U reference scenario [31]. We used the standard approach for
epresenting operations, namely hourly resolution in four rep-
esentative weeks and two peak days. Further, three stochastic
cenarios were considered for each investment period. All input
ata used to set up this study is distributed alongside this paper
n the OpenEMPIRE git repository [7]. This instance is built in
yomo in 948 s containing 27 million constraints and 18 million

variables, and it requires at most 108.2 Gb of RAM. The instance
is solved with Xpress v8.8.3 in 8844 s on a server with a 2x
3.5 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6144 CPU - 8 core, with 384 Gb of
RAM. The solution time is comparable to similar instances of
TIMES-Europe [32].

The aggregated European power sector results for generation
capacity and energy mix from EMPIRE for the baseline scenario
is shown in Fig. 5. It is clear from these results that the incum-
bent major technologies such as coal, natural gas and nuclear
power will diminish in the European electricity mix over the next
15–20 years. This is caused by competition from onshore and
offshore wind, and then later by significant deployment of solar
PV. Some natural gas generation remains in the mix, most likely
to provide added flexibility to the system and balance the VRES
production. The most significant technology in Europe in the
period after 2040 is onshore wind, with a total share of installed
capacity between 35–45 % in the period 2040–2060. Given this
massive deployment of onshore wind, it is important to question
if the least-cost solution is in fact realizable in the sense that an
eight fold increase of today’s installed wind capacity may provoke
fierce local public opposition [33]. Therefore, it would be relevant
to also explore how the least-cost pathway to a decarbonized
Europen power sector looks without this much wind. These,
and related questions, can be further explored using the EMPIRE
model.

Because EMPIRE represents stochastic input using probabilistic
scenario generation, the solutions will vary between different
EMPIRE runs with equally many stochastic scenarios. The stability
of the solution will increase with more stochastic scenarios [34].
Three to ten stochastic scenarios are typically considered for each
investment period. With five stochastic scenarios, ten different
EMPIRE runs result in the mean objective function value of EUR
2.18 trillion with a standard deviation of EUR 0.02 trillion, i.e., a
relative standard deviation of 0.91%.

4. Conclusions and extensions

4.1. Impact and use of EMPIRE in multiple projects

EMPIRE has been used in a variety of projects. It was first
developed and used as part of the LinkS project [9]. In this
context, the Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) produced
input to EMPIRE regarding annual European energy mix, while
EMPIRE produced results regarding country-wise power system
capacity expansion in Europe [10]. As part of the Centre for
Sustainable Energy Studies (CenSES), EMPIRE was used to analyse
Norway’s role in a European context in [11,17]. Results show that
expansion of Norwegian hydro and wind power is valuable for
Europe as a whole. EMPIRE has also been used in the SET-Nav
project [12,16,18] to stress-test capacity expansion results from
EMPIRE in different scenarios. It is now being actively used in the
H2020 European project openENTRANCE.3 The project focuses on
open-science in energy modelling and hence improving models
interface, flexibility, and documentation, as well as opening data
of all model analyses.

4.2. Extensions

In addition to the projects mentioned above, two tracks of de-
velopment of EMPIRE extends its core version: Demand response
(DR) and representative neighbourhoods.

Demand response was the first module extension of EMPIRE,
and it is presented in [13]. The module considers both capacity
expansion (reservation) and operation (activation) of DR, and

3 https://openentrance.eu/2021/02/22/empire-model/.
5
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Fig. 5. Generation capacity and energy mix in Europe resulting from EMPIRE in the period 2020–2060.

t can represent different sectors. The DR can be a shiftable,
urtailable, or interruptible load, and the implementation allows
or a piece-wise linear cost function for activation costs.

As part of the Centre on Zero Emission Neighbourhoods in
mart Cities (ZEN), another extension of EMPIRE represents en-
rgy assets in neighbourhoods presented in [15]. The idea was
irst presented in [14], and it involves analysing the coordinated
evelopment of the central power system and local energy sys-
ems by providing representative neighbourhoods as capacity
xpansion options. The representative neighbourhoods contain
uilding energy systems, including local generation and storage,
ombined heat- and power (CHP) plants, and electricity-to-heat
onverters (e.g. heat pumps). In addition to building heat systems,
he neighbourhood module focus on smart charging of electric
ehicles which is represented as a shiftable volume load through
he DR module.
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